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Abstract:

Introduction: Hair is a sensitive member of the body and needs for the health care. The primarily best operating in hair health is healthy nutrition and blood circulation in the scalp. Use of effective ingredients and scalp massage not only helps accelerate hair growth, rather than protect and maintain hair and reduces unusual hair loss. Thus, factors such as dust, pollution and sun will have great damage to hair and it can cause hair loss and reduce growth. Many people are turning to chemical treatments for solve this problem. Perhaps using of chemical healthcare products is a good result, but over time will be its effect and finally will be more damaged hair. Herbal treatment is the best solution for fine hairs. A lot of research has been done on the hair disease but who wants to research the comparative condition of the hair disease has not been using Najibedin Samarghandi and modern medicine view. The aim of the present study was commenting on Najibedin Samarghandi veiw in hair diseases based on Asabab Va Alamat manuscript and treatment of these diseases through modern medicine.

Material and methods: This hair diseases comparative study has done and hair disease via Asabab Va Alamat manuscript of Najibedin Samarghandi and guidance of dermatologist Mrs. Dr. Maryam Aminian in traditional and modern medicine.

Conclusions: Nowadays it seems that most methods of hair diseases treatments is modern medicine and chemical drugs but methods and herbal medicines is expressed for the treatment of hair diseases by Najibedin Samarghandi in Asabab Va Alamat, can be used a good complement besides modern medicine chemical drugs.
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